
Consultant: The Party Plan Guru

Telephone Number: 01202 896857

Email: thepartyplanguru@hotmail.co.uk

3 Month Goal How to Achieve this 6 Month Goal How to Achieve this

To have 2 Parties a week * Make sales calls twice a week To of recruited 3 people into my business * Training in house and externally

* Go to a Networking event once a month * Recruiting Hostesses

* Book onto a Fair or Fete * Advertise on FREE websites

* Talk to at least 1 new person a day * talk about the opportunity to everyone

*Create a Want for the business

Give your recruits a goal as  Finding out your recruits long term goals

soon as the sign up. Find out allows you to see if they want to have a 

what they would like to Talk through with your recruit the different future and successful business with you.

acheive. This will allow you ways that will allow them to reach their This will also make you see the different You may find that you do not have a lot

to be able to track their 3 month goals. Also show them how you things that you will have to do to help in this section as hopefully your recruit

progress and help them will be doing this to support them. then get to this point. Once they have will already be will on their way to 

where needed If your recruit can see that it is achievable reached their 3 month goal, they will achieving her 6 month goals without

they will be more likely to be successful. look at their 6 month goal and see that realising it. This is NOT the time to back

they are not far off it and will want to away though, you still need to help and

push for it. support her to achieve this goal. 

 

What we need to work on Achieved Sales Target this month

Yes/No £525.00 4 party bookings

1 recruit join

Being able to see the recruits

goals, means that you can see Keep an eye on

if she is on target to achieve these the monthly sales

Each month you should be looking so that your recruit Having a target set

at the progress to see if she is is not distracting each month will give

on target. If not then you will be herself from earning your recruit something

able to advise her on the best form to focus on and also

of action. allow you to be able

to see her motivation

you will also be

able to give the encouragement

as you will know how far

away from it she is.

Recruit Action Plan
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